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1. ‘Masai’ furniture, Etro; 
2. ‘Barocco’ patchwork 
occasion chair, Versace 
Home; 3. ‘Gravita 
Woodstock’ armchair, 
Missoni Home

Gucci’s pop-up 
store in Milan;

MAXIMALIST DESIGNS
MAKE A BOLD IMPACT 

A walk into Gucci’s pop-up store at Via Santo 
Spirito was like stepping into the madcap 

mind of Alessandro Michele. An explosion of 
fl oral patterns, animal prints, vintage excesses 

and fl oor-to-ceiling silk wallpapers, the 
double-storied apartment is straight out of a 

maximalist’s wet dream. Nearby, at Via Gesù, 
was the erstwhile private resident of Gianni 

Versace, which showcased his brand’s 
hedonistic home collection—from candy-

coloured chairs to neon fl ourishes and 
fl amboyant prints and wallpapers, Versace 
Home unleashed a maximalist wonderland 
courtesy Canadian artist Andy Dixon and 

American interior designer Sasha Biko� . 
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RAMP TO ROOM 
Two blockbuster collaborations of 2019 

 
Dior + Dimore Studio: The popular Milanese design 

duo collaborated with Dior for a made-to-order 14-piece 
collection spanning vases, trays, a lighter and ashtray, and 

even a gorgeous metal and rattan umbrella stand. 

Armani/Silos: At Armani/Silos, the two minimalist 
worlds of Giorgio Armani and Tadao Ando came together 

featuring a retrospective of Ando’s works alongside 
Armani Casa’s Japanese-inspired home collection. 

1. Alexander Schul’s 
‘Substantial’ furniture series 

at Rossana Orlandi was 
made entirely out of recycled 

plastic; 2. ‘Componibili’ 
storage units, Kartell

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN GOES MAINSTREAM
From a range of tiles made of volcanic ash (Formafantasma) to crystalline lights created 
from broken solar panels (Studio Tala), designers everywhere are presenting their resound-
ing a�  rmations to eco-consciousness. Recognising concrete’s role in increasing our carbon 
footprint was COS’s pyramid made of 700 interlocking 3D-printed pieces of bioplastic and 
wood. Milan’s design queen, Rossana Orlandi continued her commitment to repurpose 
plastic waste with her Ro Plastic Prize that encourages designers to develop new ways of 
recycling and reusing plastic. Kartell reissued its iconic ‘60s Componibili storage unit, which 
in 2019, is reinvented using biodegradable bioplastics. Still need proof? Take it from trend 
forecaster Li Edelkoort, whose Waste No More exhibit with fashion designer Eileen Fisher 
presented ‘zero-waste’ wall-hangings made from recycled clothing.
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